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Find the center of your being by meditating upon the Truth and on the divine presence. Do not let
the forces of chaos confuse your mind and conduct the purification of your bodies according to
their condition of confusion and evil. Find the center of your being in silence. Place your
consciousness in the Cosmos, in the Creator of all things.
The powerful currents that come for the transformation of the Earth have already started to descend
over the planet and over beings, and everything within and outside of humanity will intensify.
Let this intensity touch your being and find you in peace so that its action within you is
transformative, strengthening the best in you and giving you sufficient inner strength to purify and
purge what is of the old humanity.
If your strength is consolidated in your human aspects, you will suffer a lot, child, because the
energies that are descending into the world will pull your human condition out by its roots and
everything that was based on it will be destabilized.
So then, breathe deeply, become silent and seek the Consciousness of God. Visualize the stars
inside of you, and allow the Truth to gain strength within you so that you know it is beyond any
experience lived on Earth, and it is there, in the Truth of God, where your consciousness and your
heart must be.
The world shakes and your heart shakes with the world. For an instant, halt the flow of your
thoughts and make your heart peaceful so that the world may become peaceful with you.
Everything is a question of placing your consciousness in the right place to go through this
transition, being a peacemaker rather than someone who needs peace.
Your Father and Friend,
The Most Chaste Saint Joseph

